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 7 
Global warming is expected to change the regime of extreme precipitation. Physical laws 8 
translate increasing atmospheric heat into increasing atmospheric water content that 9 
drives precipitation changes. Within the literature, general agreement is that extreme 10 
precipitation is changing, yet different assessment methods, datasets, and study periods, 11 
may result in different patterns and rates of change. Here we perform a global analysis of 12 
8730 daily precipitation records focusing on the 1964-2013 period when the global 13 
warming accelerates. We introduce a novel analysis of the N largest extremes in records 14 
having N complete years within the study period. Based on these extremes, which 15 
represent more accurately heavy precipitation than annual maxima, we form time series of 16 
their annual frequency and mean annual magnitude. The analysis offers new insights and 17 
reveals: (1) global and zonal increasing trends in the frequency of extremes that are highly 18 
unlikely under the assumption of stationarity, and (2) magnitude changes that are not as 19 
evident. Frequency changes reveal a coherent spatial pattern with increasing trends being 20 
detected in large parts of Eurasia, North Australia, and the Midwestern United States. 21 
Globally, over the last decade of the studied period we find 7% more extreme events than 22 
the expected number. Finally, we report that changes in magnitude are not in general 23 
correlated with changes in frequency. 24 

Key Points: 25 
 Global analysis on the 50 largest precipitation extremes over the intensified global 26 

warming period (1964-2013) 27 
 Novel method to investigate changes in extremes’ frequency shows global and regional 28 

changes 29 
 Increasing trends in extremes’ frequency are unlikely under the assumption of 30 

stationarity 31 
 Trends in frequency and magnitude of precipitation extremes are not correlated 32 

1. Introduction 33 
There is a long list of impacts related to extreme precipitation and some of them are 34 
societally relevant. Extreme precipitation can stress severely water treatment plants, 35 
sewage networks, and play a key role in outbreaks of waterborne disease (Curriero et al., 36 
2001). Heavy rainfall can increase the microbial contaminants on runoff and impact public 37 
health (Parker et al., 2010). Intense storms can affect agricultural production by severely 38 
damaging crops (Rosenzweig et al., 2002), impose negative consequences in terrestrial 39 
ecosystems (Knapp et al., 2008), trigger fatal landslides (e.g., Martelloni et al., 2012), 40 
increase the risk of infrastructure failure and damage (e.g., Nissen & Ulbrich, 2017), and 41 
worsen the conditions of daily traffic (Cools et al., 2010). Yet the most immense impact of 42 
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heavy precipitation regards the prospect to generate heavy flooding—a risk that could be 43 
increased in urban areas (impervious surfaces), and also, in coastal communities affected 44 
by rising sea levels (e.g., Wdowinski et al., 2016). 45 

For example, the critical role of extreme precipitation is manifested by more than a half 46 
million fatalities caused by rain-induced floods from 1980 to 2009 (Doocy et al., 2013) with 47 
the number of humans affected by floods reaching almost three billion over the same 48 
period (Jonkman, 2005). The cost of future projections of rain-induced flood damages is 49 
alarming (e.g., Hallegatte et al., 2013), while the flood damage cost in Unites States has 50 
increased consistently throughout the twentieth century (Downton et al., 2005). This does 51 
not necessarily imply that these increases are caused by changes in the flood regime, as 52 
human and financial losses could be attributed in societal shifts increasing the vulnerability 53 
to extremes (Changnon et al., 2000). Interestingly, some studies indicate that increases in 54 
heavy precipitation are not reflected in flood magnitudes (Hirsch & Archfield, 2015; 55 
Mallakpour & Villarini, 2015; Sharma et al., 2018), yet for the Unites States there is 56 
evidence pointing to increased flood frequency (Mallakpour & Villarini, 2015). In any case, 57 
there is an undisputed relationship between precipitation and flooding with flooding 58 
events following extreme precipitation being reported all over the globe (e.g., Deng et al., 59 
2016; Rebora et al., 2013). For these reasons, understanding and identifying changes in 60 
frequency and magnitude of precipitation extremes is vital to develop mitigation strategies 61 
ranging from management policies to infrastructure adaptation. 62 

An increase in precipitation extremes is expected (e.g., Allan & Soden, 2008; Fowler & 63 
Hennessy, 1995; O’Gorman & Schneider, 2009; Trenberth, 2011), in particular for short 64 
duration precipitation (minutes to daily) in convective events, whose dynamics are highly 65 
non-linear and therefore more sensitive to perturbations (Lenderink & Van Meijgaard, 66 
2008; Westra et al., 2014). The Clausius-Clapeyron equation dictates a 7% increase in 67 
atmospheric capacity to hold water for every 1°C temperature increase (e.g., Pall et al., 68 
2007; G. Wang et al., 2017). While climate models confirm that rainfall extremes may 69 
increase under global warming (Wentz et al., 2007), a comparison of modelled and 70 
observed precipitation shows that models may underestimate the increases in short-71 
duration rainfall extremes (Formayer & Fritz, 2017; Lenderink & Van Meijgaard, 2008, 72 
2010; Mishra et al., 2012). Interestingly, however, there are studies indicating that a large 73 
number of climate models predict precipitation increases at just 2%/°C (see e.g., Richter & 74 
Xie, 2008; Wentz et al., 2007). Changes in precipitation extremes have been pointed out 75 
regionally, e.g., in the tropics (Allan & Soden, 2008), in India (Goswami et al., 2006), in dry 76 
and wet regions (Donat et al., 2016), in North America (Kunkel, 2003) and in China (Y. 77 
Wang & Zhou, 2005), while changes in the flooding regime have also been reported, e.g., in 78 
Europe (Alfieri et al., 2016; Blöschl et al., 2017) and globally (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; 79 
Tanoue et al., 2016). Previous global studies of trends in precipitation extremes, which 80 
mainly use gridded data (e.g., Alexander et al., 2006; Donat et al., 2013) and analyzed 81 
various extreme precipitation indices detecting changes in some regions of United States 82 
and of Eurasia.  83 

Here, we present a global assessment of extreme daily precipitation spanning from 84 
local to global scales in order to identify and compare changes in the frequency and 85 
magnitude of daily extremes. The focus is on the 1964-2013 period during which global 86 
warming was particularly marked (see Fig. A1). We used more than 8730 high quality daily 87 
precipitation records (Fig. 1) that were screened from more than 100,000 stations (see 88 
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Methods). The key idea lies in decomposing precipitation into frequency and magnitude. 89 
Towards this direction we: (1) formed two unique data bases of extremes (one for 90 
frequency and one for magnitude) by isolating and identifying for every 𝑁-year record the 91 
𝑁 largest precipitation events, and (2) introduced novel approaches for trend assessment 92 
(customized for large database analysis) like the exceedance probability profile (EPP). The 93 
framework of this analysis expands and augments previous efforts and shows for first time 94 
a marked global change in the frequency of daily rainfall extremes. 95 

2. Methods 96 

2.1 Original Data 97 
We use the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily database (Menne, Durre, 98 
Korzeniewski, et al., 2012; Menne, Durre, Vose, et al., 2012) (version 3.22) that comprises 99 
approximately 100,000 precipitation stations. First, we screen stations based on their 100 
record length and data quality, according to the following criteria: (1) record length of at 101 
least 50 years, (2) percentage of missing values less than 20%, (3) percentage of values 102 
assigned with quality flags less than 1%. This screening results in a subset of records, 103 
which we further process in order to assure the quality of the data by eliminating all values 104 
assigned with “G” (failed gap check) and “X” (failed bounds check) flags which indicate 105 
unrealistically large precipitation values. After initial screening, we select only records 106 
having at least five complete years in each one of the five decades during the 1964-2013 107 
period in order to assure even information coverage over the considered period (similar 108 
criteria have been used for previous global analyses of temperature (Alexander et al., 2006; 109 
Easterling et al., 1997; Papalexiou et al., 2018)). The 1964-2013 period was selected as 110 
there is clear acceleration of global warming during this period (see Supplementary Fig. 111 
A1), while the 2014-2018 years were excluded from the analysis as the number of stations 112 
in operation drops significantly. Finally, we require no more than 30 missing daily values to 113 
accept a year as “complete” (completeness ≥ 91.8%) and use it in the analysis. The set of 114 
records that has been approved for analysis comprises 8730 stations spread all over the 115 
globe (Fig. 1; for number of stations over major geographical zones see Table 1). Note that 116 
in some stations the times of observation might have changed over the history of the 117 
records. This, at least theoretically, could alter the magnitude of daily extremes due 118 
discretization errors (van Montfort, 1990; Papalexiou et al., 2016), as well as, their 119 
frequency. Yet there is no reason to assume that this could have a significant effect on the 120 
results we present. 121 
 122 
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 123 
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of suitable stations in 5° × 5° grid cells. We consider 8730 124 
extreme precipitation records over the 1964-2013 period. 125 

2.2 Time Series of Extremes and Basic Framework 126 
To investigate changes in extreme daily precipitation we first form records of extremes by 127 
extracting from each daily record of N valid years the N largest values, e.g., from a 50-year 128 
complete record we extract the 50 largest daily values (for brevity we term these records 129 
as 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes). Particularly, for each daily record of 𝑁 valid years (Fig. 2a) we identify 130 
the occurrence dates of the 𝑁 extremes (Fig. 2b) and we construct two types of time series: 131 
(1) frequency of extremes time series (denoted as EF), i.e., we count the number of 132 
extremes per year to obtain a time series of the form {(𝑦1, 𝑛1), … , (𝑦𝑁, 𝑛𝑁)}, where 𝑛𝑖  133 
denotes, the number of observed extremes in the year 𝑦𝑖 (Fig. 2c), with 𝑛1 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑁 = 𝑁; 134 
and (2) magnitude of extremes time series (denoted as EM), i.e., we average the extreme 135 
events that occurred within each year to obtain time series of the form {(𝑦𝑖 , �̅�𝑖), … , (𝑦𝑘, �̅�𝑘)}, 136 

where �̅�𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖
−1 ∑ 𝑥𝑗

𝑛𝑖
𝑗=1 , with 𝑥𝑗  and 𝑛𝑖 denoting, respectively, daily extreme precipitation 137 

values and number of observed extremes in the year 𝑦𝑖 (Fig. 2d). Note that EF series have a 138 
regular one-year time step (unless there are missing years) as extreme-free years have the 139 
value 𝑛 = 0. In contrast, EM series, which express the average annual magnitude of those 140 
extremes, do not necessarily have a regular one-year time step as the 𝑁 largest daily values 141 
are not distributed uniformly throughout the 𝑁 years, i.e., one extreme per year. Therefore, 142 
in some years we do not observe any of the 𝑁 extremes; yet it is not reasonable to assign a 143 
zero magnitude to extreme-free years, as zeros are not representing extremes and this 144 
would affect the investigation of magnitude changes. 145 
 146 
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 147 
Fig. 2. Example series from a randomly selected station (database code: AQW00061705) 148 
with record length equal to 50 years. Graphs show (a) daily precipitation (prcp) time 149 
series, (b) the 50 largest precipitation values, (c) their frequency per year, (d) the mean 150 
annual magnitude. 151 

At this point, we stress that there is no unique definition of “precipitation extremes”. 152 
For instance, the set of 27 indices recommended by the Expert Team on Climate Change 153 
Detection and Indices (ETCCDI; www.climdex.org/indices.html) considers as precipitation 154 
extremes annual peak of precipitation intensity, annual totals from days with precipitation 155 
larger than the 95th and 99th percentile, or identify as heavy and very heavy daily 156 
precipitation amounts those larger than 10 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The empirical 157 
exceedance probability (Weibull plotting position) of the smallest of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 values is 158 
0.00274 (Papalexiou et al., 2013), while the rest of the values of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 sample having 159 
even smaller exceedance probabilities; this result highlights that 𝑁𝑦𝑁 values are indeed 160 
extremes. Also, while the maximum of an 𝑁𝑦𝑁 sample and the maximum of an annual 161 
maxima sample coincide, the former typically comprises larger values than those found in 162 
annual maxima. Thus, 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes might describe more accurately the empirical 163 
distribution tail, or else, the behavior of the extremes.  164 

The core of this large-scale analysis regards the investigation of temporal changes in 165 
the frequency and magnitude of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes during the recent half century. A key 166 
factor is decomposing precipitation into frequency and magnitude and exploiting the 167 
definition of stationarity. Stationarity in the EF time series expects on average one 𝑁𝑦𝑁 168 
extreme per year and no changes in average magnitude. We stress that frequency changes 169 
in our framework do not reflect changes in extremes above a predefined threshold. For 170 
example, a common approach is to define as extreme precipitation, events larger than 10 171 
mm or 20 mm; then one can count their annual frequency and assess if it is changing or not 172 
(e.g., Alexander et al., 2006; Donat et al., 2013). Yet this approach may neglect the regional 173 
character of extremes as, for instance, events larger than 20 mm might be very frequent in 174 
one region and never occurring in another. Here, the framework we introduce allows to 175 
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study “relative” changes, i.e., the expected frequency of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes under the 176 
stationarity assumption is one event per year.  177 

We investigate changes starting at the station level and progress to regional, zonal 178 
and global analyses. In all these time series we study the slope of the observed trends 179 
aiming to assess their significance and compare results between changes in frequency and 180 
magnitude. Throughout the analysis we refer to five major study zones: whole globe (GL), 181 
North Hemisphere (NH), Northwest zone (NW; west of the Atlantic Ocean in NH), 182 
Northeast zone (NE; east of the Atlantic Ocean in NH) and Southeast zone (SE; east of the 183 
Atlantic Ocean in South Hemisphere). The Southwest zone (SW; west of the Atlantic Ocean 184 
in the Southern Hemisphere) as well as the Southern Hemisphere (SH) were not 185 
considered further because the number of high quality observed records is limited. 186 

2.3 Assessment of Trends 187 
We assess the significance of trends by calculating the exceedance probability 𝑝

𝜅
 of the 188 

observed slopes 𝜅 using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Therefore, the test statistic is the 189 
slope 𝜅 of the fitted linear trend, and the null hypothesis is absence of trend. Linear 190 
regression trend lines are fitted by the least square error method. The estimated 𝑝

𝜅
 shows 191 

the significance level at which the null hypothesis can be rejected (one-sided test). For 192 
example, an observed trend with 𝑝

𝜅
= 4% can be considered significant at the 5% level but 193 

not at the 1% level. We deem that this approach, i.e., aiming to calculate the exceedance 194 
probability of the observed trends, is more complete and informative than trying to assess 195 
significance in a specific and predefined level.  196 

The different statistical properties and nature of the EM, EF and zonal time series 197 
demand different MC schemes. We assume the process that generated the observed time 198 
series is stationary and we assess its characteristics. Once the process is known, it can be 199 
used to evaluate how probable it is to observe given trends with the considered sample 200 
size. Particularly, the steps of this scheme are: (1) Assess the stationary stochastic process 201 
that could describe the observed time series, i.e., its marginal distribution and dependence 202 
structure. (2) Generate 1000 synthetic time series for each observed one preserving the 203 
probability distribution and correlation (see Papalexiou, 2018; Papalexiou, Markonis, et al., 204 
2018 for a unified theory for stochastic modelling). (3) Fit a linear trend in each synthetic 205 
time series and estimate its slope. (4) Fit a normal distribution 𝒩(𝜇, 𝜎) to the 1000 206 
synthetic slopes. (5) Calculate the exceedance probability 𝑝

𝜅
 of the slope 𝜅 that was 207 

estimated for the observed time series based on the fitted normal distribution from the 208 
previous step, i.e., 𝑝

𝜅
= 1 − 𝐹𝒩(𝜅; 𝜇, 𝜎), where 𝐹𝒩  is the cumulative distribution function 209 

(cdf) of 𝜅~𝒩(𝜇, 𝜎). This process can be applied for any time series.  210 
Other methods, such as bootstrapping, could also be used to generate random 211 

samples. Yet for small samples (50 years), that may also be autocorrelated, these 212 
techniques, based on resampling, can limit the potential of random sample variation. In 213 
turn, this may affect the resulting distribution of statistics estimated from these samples, 214 
e.g., the distribution of the slope of fitted linear trends. The significance of a trend can be 215 
assessed based on methods like the non-parametric Mann-Kendall (MK) test. Yet the MK 216 
test does not calculate the exceedance probability of the observed slope, or else, it does not 217 
provide a trend magnitude but only significance. Moreover, the MK test in not appropriate 218 
for datasets with a large number of ties (Hodgkins et al., 2017). Our approach enables us to 219 
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use the exceedance probability profile (EPP) to evaluate how likely the observed trends are 220 
under the assumption of stationarity. The EPP does not attempt to assess trends at specific 221 
significance level, but rather uses all exceedance probability estimates to judge if a system 222 
deviates from the stationarity assumption. 223 

Here, we provide some specific details on the differences between the MC schemes 224 
we are using. Specifically, the annual mean of extremes (EM time series) is a continuous 225 
random variable above a threshold defined as the minimum of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes, i.e., its 226 
absolute value depends on the record studied. Therefore, we use the three-parameter 227 
Weibull 𝒲(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) distribution to generate data, with cdf 228 

𝐹𝒲(𝑥) = 1 − exp (− (
𝑥 − 𝛼

𝛽
)

𝛾

) (1) 

where 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 denote, respectively, threshold (equal to the minimum of the EM time 229 
series), scale, and shape parameters; (evidence, at least for hourly extremes, shows the 230 
Weibull tail as a better model than the typically used Pareto (Papalexiou, AghaKouchak, & 231 
Foufoula‐Georgiou, 2018)). We estimated the parameters 𝛽 and 𝛾 using the method of 232 
moments (MoM) in order to preserve the time series standard deviation (maximum 233 
likelihood cannot guarantee this), as the standard deviation affects the distribution of the 234 
slopes resulting by the MC scheme. We verify that the 𝒲(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) distribution is a proper 235 
choice by performing a Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test at the 5% significance level. In 236 
96.2% out of the 8730 EM samples the null hypothesis that annual mean extremes are 237 
distributed according to 𝒲(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) is not rejected. Note that at the 5% significance level, a 238 
95% not-rejected rate is expected, which is extremely close to the estimated 96.2%. We 239 
note that observed time series do not show evidence of autocorrelation; in fact, the mean 240 
value of the sample lag-1 autocorrelation �̂�1 is zero (which under mild assumptions implies 241 
independence) and the 90% empirical confidence interval is [−0.14,0.13] (note due to the 242 
irregular time step only pairs of consecutive years are considered in the estimation of �̂�1). 243 
Thus, generating data by sampling from a probability distribution is appropriate. Then, for 244 
each EM time series {(𝑦𝑖 , �̅�𝑖), … , (𝑦𝑘, �̅�𝑘)} 1000 random samples of equal length are 245 
generated from the fitted 𝒲(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) distribution replacing the observed values in order to 246 
preserve the time structure of the time series, i.e., the synthetic values occur on the years 247 
that the real values were observed (note that this is crucial as the way the values are 248 
distributed over a period may alter the results). 249 

The number of extremes per year (EF time series) is a discrete random variable, thus 250 
we use the Pólya–Aeppli distribution 𝒫𝒜(𝛾1, 𝛾2) with probability mass function (pmf)  251 

 

𝑝𝒫𝒜(𝑛) = ∑ 𝛾1
𝑘

exp(−𝛾1)

𝑘!
(1 − 𝛾2)𝑛−𝑘𝛾2

𝑘 (
𝑛 − 1

𝑘 − 1
)

𝑛

𝑘−1

for 𝑛 > 0,

𝑝𝒫𝒜(0) = exp(−𝛾1) for 𝑛 = 0

 
(2) 

where 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 are shape parameters estimated using the MoM. The Chi-squared GoF 252 
results (5% significance level) show that in 95.9% of EF samples the null hypothesis of 253 
𝑛~𝒫𝒜(𝛾1, 𝛾2) cannot be rejected. Time series show no evidence of autocorrelation for EF 254 
time series as well; the mean �̂�1 is 0.00 and the 90% confidence interval is [−0.22,0.25]. For 255 
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each EF time series, we generate 1000 random samples from the fitted 𝒫𝒜(𝛾1, 𝛾2) 256 
distribution, replacing the observed values in EF time series. Note that when count data are 257 
involved regression methods like the Poisson can also be used; however, this assumes that 258 
the sample is emerging from a Poisson distribution. We had fitted the Poisson distribution 259 
and found that it cannot describe all EF samples, thus, we used the Pólya–Aeppli 260 
distribution which can be considered as a Poisson generalization. Also, we have verified 261 
through MC simulations that using linear regression with count data, works as anticipated, 262 
that is, it reveals significant or non-significant trends. 263 

Global and zonal EM and EF time series result from an averaging process, so we use a 264 
Normal distribution 𝒩(𝜇, 𝜎) to generate these data; this hypothesis is not rejected (Chi-265 
squared test at 5% significance level) for all zones and both types of random variables. In 266 
this case we found that time series show weak evidence of autocorrelation. Therefore, for 267 
each 50-year zonal time series we estimate the �̂�1, the mean �̂� and the standard deviation �̂� 268 
and generate 1000 samples using an autoregressive model AR1 preserving the above 269 
statistics. 270 

Finally, as climatological data are in general spatially correlated it is anticipated for 271 
trends to show spatial clustering (see e.g., Douglas et al., 2000; Lettenmaier et al., 1994). 272 
This would be especially true for trends between nearby sites. The effect of field significant 273 
in estimated statistics, however, is not easy to quantify at the large spatial scales shown 274 
here. Ideally, one would need to perform a multivariate stochastic simulation that respects 275 
the spatial correlation of the stations (8730 stations) and use the simulated series to 276 
investigate the variation of estimated statistics, e.g., the percentage of positive trends. 277 
Clearly, at this scale this is computationally infeasible. Indeed, spatial correlation could 278 
increase the variability of estimated statistics which in turn may affect the accuracy of 279 
significance assessments. Yet analysis of a very large number of stations, spread all over the 280 
world, assures that a large number are independent and thus provide enough information 281 
to make the results robust. 282 

3. Results and Discussion 283 
Here we show results emerging from the trend analysis of the individual 8730 EF and EM 284 
time series. We investigate and compare changes in the frequency and magnitude of 𝑁𝑦𝑁 285 
extremes over 1964-2013, at the station level, by quantifying their average rate of change 286 
and its significance based on the slope 𝜅 of fitted linear trends to EF and EM time series. We 287 
interpret estimated trends as an average rate of change of 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes over the study 288 
period and we acknowledge that climatic variability and global warming may alter these 289 
values in the future (Deser et al., 2013; Trenberth, 2015). Slopes are expressed, 290 
respectively, as number of extreme events per decade and in mm per decade (hereafter, 𝜅+ 291 
and 𝜅s+ indicate, respectively, positive and significantly positive trends, while 𝜅− and 𝜅s− 292 
indicate negative and significantly negative trends). We assess significance based on the 293 
Monte Carlo scheme described in Section 2.3 and we mark as significant (positive or 294 
negative) trends those at the 10% level (one sided). 295 

We find that a high number of stations have 𝜅+ and 𝜅s+ trends in frequency at the zones 296 
studied (Fig. 3a). We also find trends in magnitude although they are less evident than 297 
trends in frequency (Fig. 3b); exception is the SE zone showing similar trends in frequency 298 
and magnitude. The results are better depicted by the positive-to-negative trends ratio, 299 
defined as 𝑟+/− ≔ 𝑁𝜅+/𝑁𝜅−, with 𝑁𝑘+ and 𝑁𝑘− indicating, respectively, the number of 300 
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stations with positive and negative trends. We show that the 𝑟+/− ratio for the frequency of 301 

extremes is clearly higher than 1 in all zones except the SE, and reaches a maximum value 302 
of 2.8 in the NE zone (Fig. 3c). For magnitude, 𝑟+/− ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 with a global 303 

value of 1.1 (Fig. 3d). Under the assumption of stationarity one expects approximately 304 
equal numbers of stations having positive and negative trends, i.e., 𝑁𝑘+ ≈ 𝑁𝜅−, thus the 305 
reported values show an increase at the global level. The corresponding significant (10% 306 
level) trends ratio 𝑟s+/s− ≔ 𝑁𝜅s+

/𝑁𝜅s−
, i.e., number of stations with significant positive 307 

trends over stations with significantly negative trends (Fig. 3b) is larger than 2.4 (globally) 308 
for frequency and reaches a maximum value of 7.0 for the NE zone. For magnitude, it is 309 
larger than 1 in all zones and reaches a maximum value of 1.5 in the NW zone.  310 
 311 

 312 
Fig. 3. Trends in frequency and magnitude of extreme daily precipitation over 1964-2013. 313 
Panels (a-b) show the percentage of stations with positive and negative trends in frequency 314 
and magnitude, respectively. Panels (c-d) show the ratios of positive to negative and of 315 
significant positive to significant negative trends, respectively. Results refer to globe (GL), 316 
North hemisphere (NH), Northwest (NW), Northeast (NE) and Southeast (SE) earth’s 317 
quadrants. 318 

Additionally, we introduce here a new assessment method that we name the 319 
exceedance probability profile (EPP) which is well-suited for the analysis of large 320 
databases. The exceedance probabilities 𝑝

𝜅
 of slopes fitted to a set of time series that 321 

emerge by a stationary process follow by definition a uniform distribution. This implies 322 
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that if we split, e.g., the [0,1] range of 𝑝
𝜅

 into ten intervals then we expect 10% of the time 323 

series to have 𝑝
𝜅

 lying within each interval. Studying the whole exceedance probability 324 

profile instead of focusing just on significant trends at a specific level, offers a more 325 
detailed and complete picture. We see that the EPP of the estimated 𝑝

𝜅
 (Fig. 4) for 326 

frequency shows large deviations in all zones (except in SE) indicating that many more 327 
stations have trends with smaller 𝑝

𝜅
 values than those expected. For example, in the NE 328 

zone, more than 30% of stations have significant positive trends at the 10% level and more 329 
than 45% have at the 20% level. Therefore, MC simulation confirms significant changes for 330 
frequency of precipitation. For magnitude, the distribution of 𝑝

𝜅
 is closer to uniform, 331 

therefore indicating that the significance of magnitude trends is less marked. 332 
 333 

 334 
Fig. 4. Profile of exceedance probabilities of the observed slopes in zones. Graphs show the 335 
distribution of the estimated exceedance probabilities for: frequency (upper panel), and 336 
magnitude (lower panel) of extremes; the solid line indicates the expected profile under 337 
stationarity. 338 

We note that there is no significant correlation between magnitude and frequency 339 
trends, as the cross-correlation coefficient ranges from 0.02 to 0.07 in the five zones 340 
studied showing that positive (negative) changes in frequency do not necessarily imply 341 
positive (negative) changes in magnitude. However, among the four possible combinations 342 
of trends in magnitude and frequency that can be observed in a station, i.e., (1) positive in 343 
magnitude and frequency (F+M+), (2) positive in magnitude and negative in frequency 344 
(F−M+), (3) negative in magnitude and positive in frequency (F+M−), and (4) both 345 
negative (F−M−), the percentage of stations, in all zones except SE, with F+M+ is higher 346 
than the rest, as it varies from 33.0% to 39.1% (see Table 1). The second most probable 347 
state in a station corresponds to negative changes in magnitude and positive in frequency 348 
(see Table 1). A study related to changes in frequency and magnitude of extremes over the 349 
Unites States (Karl & Knight, 1998)—using different methods however—also reports that 350 
only a portion of precipitation increases is due to frequency increases. This is an additional 351 
evidence that changes in frequency and magnitude do not necessarily coincide. 352 
Interestingly, studies focusing on changes on annual maxima also reveal more significant 353 
trends than those expected. For example Westra et al. (2012) report 8.5% significant 354 
positive trends in annual maxima at the 5% significant level (two-sided test). Of course, 355 
these results are not directly comparable with ours as 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes do not coincide to 356 
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annual maxima, we used different methods, different periods, and different daily records. 357 
Finally, increases in frequency have also been reported for the 2-day precipitation events 358 
exceeding station-specific thresholds for a 5-year recurrence interval in the contiguous 359 
United States (Wuebbles et al., 2017). 360 

The spatiotemporal variation of frequency and magnitude of precipitation extremes, 361 
over 1964-2013, is investigated in 5°×5° cells, by averaging the corresponding EF or EM 362 
time series in each cell. It should be clear that these regional EF or EM timeseries do not 363 
necessarily coincide with the EF or EM series that would emerge by extracting the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 364 
extremes from the spatial daily precipitation at the 5°×5° resolution. This requires to use 365 
either gridded products that assimilate radar, satellite, and observations (e.g., Sun et al., 366 
2018), or observation-based products using interpolation methods (e.g., Schamm et al., 367 
2014). These products provide spatial precipitation time series, yet typically are too short 368 
in length, and they may show bias in the variance and consequently in extremes (e.g., 369 
Beguería et al., 2016). Here, the regional EF and EM time series we form, and therefore the 370 
detected changes or no-changes shown, should be interpreted as a measure of the 371 
“average” change of the individual stations within each cell (or zone). Using spatial 372 
precipitation or averaging first the daily series and then extracting the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 might affect 373 
the results, yet it is out of the scope of this study to compare the results using different 374 
methods. 375 

Note that for frequency we use absolute values since the mean value of EF time series is 376 
1 (N–events are selected for an Ν–year record) while for EM we standardized each time 377 
series to zero-mean(e.g., Easterling et al., 1997; Jones et al., 2012; Papalexiou et al., 2018; 378 
Vose et al., 2005) as anomalies are more representative for large regions than absolute 379 
values. We show the results in a series of fifty annual maps starting in 1964 (see 380 
Supplementary Movies 1 and 2 for frequency and magnitude, respectively). Spatial 381 
variations emerge in every year, but we also found spatial coherence, especially for 382 
frequency maps, as many adjacent cells have similar values.  383 

Changes in extreme frequency (Fig. 5a) show strong spatial coherence and relevant 384 
changes along time. A large region covering almost the whole of Europe to the western 385 
Russia shows strongly positive trends. Marked changes are also observed in eastern Russia, 386 
while most of China, excluding a central-north region, shows mild to strong positive trends. 387 
In Australia we observe some high-value cells mainly in the north, yet in general there is a 388 
balance with 19 and 21 positive and negative trend cells, respectively. The Unites States, 389 
excluding the west coast, shows positive trends in frequency with the most intense changes 390 
shown in the north-eastern part. At the global level, 66.4% of the grid cells studied show 391 
positive changes. Other recent studies, using gridded data and investigating changes in the 392 
frequency of daily precipitation ≥ 10mm also find changes over Europe and Asia (e.g., 393 
Donat et al., 2016). These results, however, depend on the dataset analyzed with different 394 
datasets revealing different spatial change patterns, and refer also to a different period 395 
than the one we analyze.  396 

Some regions with high values in 50-year magnitude trends (Fig. 5b) are detected in 397 
Eurasia, e.g., in Vietnam-Cambodia and Thailand and in central Russia (north of Mongolia). 398 
Most cells in western Europe, spanning from Portugal to northern Norway, show positive 399 
changes while some low-value cells are observed in central and eastern Europe. North 400 
Australia has more positive trends in magnitude than southern-central Australia. Over 401 
North America, most cells show positive change, yet a large region with low negative trends 402 
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spans from Montana and North Dakota to Texas. At the global level, 56.7% of the 393 403 
analyzed grid cells show positive changes. Analysis of annual daily maxima and of very wet 404 
days (defined as days with annual total precipitation >95th percentile) show positive 405 
changes in South America, Asia, and Africa (e.g., Donat et al., 2016). Again, these results 406 
depend on the gridded product analyzed and a direct comparison with results shown here 407 
is not informative; these studies use different datasets, different methods, and refer to 408 
different periods. 409 

 410 
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Fig. 5. Mean trend values in 5° × 5° grid cells in extreme daily precipitation over the period 411 
1964-2013. Maps show trends in (a) frequency as number of extreme events per decade, 412 
(b) magnitude as mm per decade. 413 

Global and zonal time series are estimated by area-weighting and averaging the 414 
corresponding grid-cell data in each zone (a similar approach has been adopted by other 415 
global studies, e.g., Caesar et al., 2006; Easterling et al., 1997; Papalexiou et al., 2018; Vose 416 
et al., 2005). The exceedance probabilities (Fig. 6; see Section 2.3 for the assumptions used 417 
to estimate these probabilities) of the fitted trends indicate an undisputed difference 418 
between changes in frequency and magnitude. The global average change in frequency has 419 
an exceedance probability �̅�𝜅 = 0.3%; this provides evidence of a marked increase in the 420 
frequency of extremes. This reveals that the distribution of the 𝑁𝑦𝑁 extremes over the 50-421 
year period deviates markedly from the anticipated behaviour. For example, the fitted 422 
trend at the global scale (Fig. 6) shows for 1964 and 2013, respectively, 7.5% less and 7.9% 423 
more extremes than those expected. Trends in magnitude are less marked as shown by the 424 
exceedance probability of �̅�𝜅 = 26.5%. In summary, in all zones with the exception of the 425 
SE zone there is clear evidence of increases in extreme event frequency (Fig. 6) while 426 
changes in magnitude are less pronounced, i.e., in all zones magnitude trends have 427 
exceedance probabilities larger than 10% with the exception of the NW zone with 428 
�̅�𝜅 = 5.1%. 429 
 430 
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 431 
Fig. 6. Mean trend values of frequency (events/decade) and magnitude (mm/decade) of 432 
extreme daily precipitation in large geographical zones over the period 1964-2013. Maps 433 
show the results for globe, North hemisphere, Northwest quadrant, Northeast quadrant, 434 
Southeast quadrant (zones are indicated by insets with global maps). The smooth line 435 
shows the 7-year moving average.  436 
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4. Conclusions 437 
We used 8730 high quality daily precipitation records from all over the globe in order to 438 
investigate changes in the frequency and magnitude of extremes during the 1964-2013 439 
period, when the global warming accelerated. For each record of 𝑁 complete years we 440 
identified as extremes the 𝑁 largest precipitation values. These extremes represent more 441 
accurately the heavy precipitation properties compared to annual maxima series and allow 442 
investigation of frequency changes as they are not distributed evenly each year. The initial 443 
set of records was used to construct two databases of time series describing: (1) the 444 
number of those extremes per year (frequency), and (2) their mean annual magnitude. The 445 
analysis reports results at the station level and at regional, zonal and global scales.  446 

Our analysis covers the 1964-2013 period, when the global warming accelerated, and 447 
reveals: (1) increasing trends in the frequency of daily precipitation extremes that are 448 
highly unlikely under the assumption of stationarity, and (2) magnitude increasing trends 449 
that are in general not as evident. 450 

For frequency, most regions of the world have a larger number of stations with 451 
positive trends than negative, with a global positive/negative ratio equal to 1.5. In Eurasia 452 
(NE zone) this ratio is 2.8 with 74% of records showing positive trends (Fig. 3). The ratio of 453 
significant-positive to significant-negative trends, however, is much higher, with a global 454 
value of 2.4 and reaching up to 7.0 for the NE zone. We find strong spatial coherence in the 455 
regional pattern of frequency changes (Fig. 5a) including a large region of Europe 456 
extending up to the western parts of Russia with intense positive trends. Globally, 66.4% of 457 
the grid cells studied show positive changes. Global and zonal frequency trends show very 458 
low exceedance probabilities (exception is the SE zone) under the stationarity assumption 459 
(Fig. 6; left panel); the global value is as low as 0.3%.  460 

For magnitude, analysis of the stations indicates that increasing trends are slightly 461 
more frequent than decreasing, e.g., the global positive/negative trends ratio is 1.1. The 462 
significant-positive to significant-negative trends ratio is higher (1.3 for the globe), yet it 463 
does reveal a striking difference. The spatial pattern of the magnitude of extremes (Fig. 5b) 464 
is not as coherent compared to patterns shown for frequency, e.g., some regions in Eurasia 465 
show acceleration rates, yet there are also regions with decreasing trends. This fact is also 466 
reflected in the exceedance probabilities of the global or zonal magnitude trends (Fig. 6; 467 
right panel) which do not indicate highly unlikely trends; expectation is the North America 468 
(NW zone) trend having a 5.2% exceedance probability.  469 

We highlight that this analysis and results shown regard the 1964-2013 period and 470 
we do not claim that the observed trends will continue in the future. Climatic natural 471 
variability and global warming might alter markedly the reported rates of change; 472 
however, most of the climate models predict increasing future trends. Also, literature 473 
shows that results related to trends, such as spatial patterns and rates of change, might be 474 
influenced by the data product analysed, the methods used, and the study period, yet a 475 
general agreement seems to exist on the changing nature of precipitation extremes. Finally, 476 
we note that trends are still not known for many areas where gage records are short and 477 
geographically sparse. 478 
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 705 

Tables 706 

Table 1. Percentage of stations with positive and negative trends in frequency (F) and 707 
magnitude (M); signs + and − indicate for positive and negative trends, respectively. 708 

    
Station No.  F+M+ 

(%) 
 

F−M+ 
(%) 

 

F+M− 
(%) 

 

F−M− 
(%) 

GL 
 

8730  33.0 
 

20.2 
 

27.3 
 

19.5 
NH 

 
6479  36.4 

 
18.0 

 
29.2 

 
16.5 

NW 
 

4564  35.1 
 

20.1 
 

27.0 
 

17.9 
NE 

 
1915  39.3 

 
13.0 

 
34.5 

 
13.2 

SE   2250  23.5 
 

26.7 
 

21.7 
 

28.1 
 709 

Annex A 710 

 711 
Fig. A1. Global temperature anomalies. We study the 1964-2013 period when the global 712 
warming intensified. 713 
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